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'< -• The behavior of fission-gas bubbles in unrestructured oxide 
fuel can 'have a dominant effect on the course of a core disruptive 
accident in an LMFBR. This paper describes a simplified model of 
bubble behavior"and presents results of that model in analyzing 
..the relevant physical assumptions .and predicting gas behavior in 
molten fuel. 

2 Gruber has pointed out that the gas bubble distribution, 
G (JO , where i is the number of'atoms per bubble, tends toward an 
.asymptotic form, viz.. 

NZtl/fJ/f (1) 

where N is the total gas atom concentration, Z is the asymptotic 
distribution, and f describes the time -dependence of the system. 
Th& basic assumption of the "asymptotic model" is th^t Eqn. 1 is 
exact;. -Let the -rate of collision (and coalescence) at unit bubble 
density of. bubbles containing *• and j atoms, rfi,j), be written 
a's 

r<i,j) = y F(r 1,r j) , (ZJ 

Where u is a temperature dependent constant. If the bubble radius 
IB approximately a constant power of the number of atoms per bubble 
.over the range of the bubble distribution, and if the function F 
-is homogeneous of degree q in r. and r., then thej •er of 
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of a t out* per bufcole, n, w i l l aatiBfy the following r e l a t i o n 

n - = ^ = CNlir* , £3) 
o t 

where r is the mean bubble radius a««l C is a constant which depends 
on the shape of the distribution and the function F. 

For random migration and temperature-gradient-driven biased 
migration * Eqn, 3_ becomes, respectively, 

(4a) 

n B « (1.36) 2TMX/3 QDHr -VT/kT2 ', (4b) 

where R is the atomic volume of fuel, D is the bubble diffusion 
coefficient, Q is an activation energy, k is Boltzmann's constant 
and T is the temperature. She numbers in parentheses are the fitting 
constants, C, determined by comparison to the FRAS code. Because 
the fitting constants are cluse to unity, this technique can be 
used to obtain approximate results, by setting C equal to one, 
for other situations in v?hich a code is not. available for calibration 
purposes. If an ideal gas law is used at constant temperature, 
Eqne. A lan be integrated. Then, the mean bubble radius varies 
linearly and with the fifth root of time for biased and random 
migration, respectively. This prediction agrees with results 

2 
previously found in computer calculations by Gruber. 

One application of the model is an analytic" calculation of 
bubble size as a function of migration distance. This is accomplished 
by eliminating the time derivative between Fqn. 4b and the equation 

n R - (3.2) 6fl 4 / 3 »N/r 3 , 



for bubble migration distance, &, viz.., 

| | - (.71) ..3ft*' 

This yields* 

16 Y&n(r/r J/U.93) 3HkT 

where y is the fuel surface tension and.r is the initial bubble 
radius. Except for y ', which is well.known, the physical properties 
of the fuel have cancelled out.' This equation predicts very short 
migration distances, typically 2 to 4 ym, for bubbles which grow 
to substantial aizes ' (say 10 Vim) . This implies that extensi**?. 
gas release'to the grain- boundaries, due to bubble migration, 
could not occur during an accident for grains of 10 urn or larger 
diameter without substantial swelling of the fuel. This prediction 
is in direct conflict with experiments which have demonstrated 

4 -that substantial gas release can occur .without any swelling. . The 
" basic model assumption which is probably the cause of this discre
pancy is that bubbles immediately grow, to equilibrium after 
coalescence. Recent modeling has attempted to remove this assumption. 

A useful application of the asymptotic model is an analysis 
of fission-gas bubble behavior after fuel melts. het bubble motion 
be governed by b.ouyancy with rise velocity, v, given by 

(7) 

. where p and \i are the liquid density and viscosity,' respectively,-
and g is the acceleration of gravity. Then, by assuming that bubble 
radii are limited only by surface;tension and applying Eqn. 3, the 
mean bubble radius' is found explicitly as a function of time. ' This 



leads to a singularity at time t* for which bubble radii become 
unbounded. This time, t r represents an upper bound on the time 
needed for bubbles to grow to a -size large enough that the gas 
pressure is no longer ̂ constrained by surface tension and fuel 
frothing may commence. This time is given by 

t* » 12 uy/CkTpgNr . (8) 

By assuming that •- is unity and using a typical gas concentration 
(10 mm ) , t* is found to be, for an initial average bubble 
radius cf 0.01 um, only 0.001 s. It may be concluded that, when 
complete fuel melting occurs, fission-gas will be released from 
surface tension restraint on a millisecond time scale, which woixld 
lead to almost immediate frothing of the fuel. 

The asymptotic model .of fission-gas behavior provides a simple 
means of calculating bubble growth in an accident situation. It 
has been used to demonstrate that the assumption of 'instantaneous 
bubble size eguilibration subsequent to coalescence leads to a 
conflict.with experimental data. In applying it to molten fuel, 
the model predicts that fuel will froth on a ,llisecond time scale. 
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